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Attemot 5 Ouestions onlv

Ql A) sketch the SIPO register with truth tqble and draw timing diagram , describe the operation

of this type

B) l- Convert the number 3591q to octal .

( 5 marks)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)

2-In digital electronic circuits, information is first converted to a coded group of pulses

a) True b) false

Q2 A) l- The terminal count of a typical modulus-I0 binary counter is _. (5 marks)

2- Explain positive feedback gain of an amplifier

B) Explain the MONOSTABLE MODE of 555timer

Q3 A) l- what is the value of resistance for red, orange, blue , gold color?

_r 
2- Sketch the Master Slave Flip Flop circuit

B) Sketch the Asynchronous Decade Counter circuit with truth table and timing diigram ( Smarks)

Q4 A) Describ€ the effect of the signal conditioning and its categories on the input signal. (5marks)

B) l- Determine the output X, for a 2-input gate with the input wavefopms shown in Figure -l- (5marks)

2- The frequency of a pulse train is 2 kllz. The pulse period is

Q5 A) l- Perform the following 100001I l+ 00000101 : ( 5marks)

2- Write a Boolean SOP expression for table -l-, then simpliff that expression as

much as possible, and draw a logic gate circuit equivalent to that simplified

expression

B) Choice the correct answer (only five) (5marks)

l-Ifanactive-HlGHS-Rlatchhasa0onthesinputandalontheRinputandthentheR

input goes to 0, the latch will be

a)SET b) RESET c) clear d) invalid
2-A is user-programmable memory that cannot be erased and reprogrammed.

I
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→ ROM  b)EPROM  c)33PROM d)PROM

3‐ A ripple countrs spced is limited by the propagation dclay on

→ eaCh flip― ■op  b)all flip‐ ■ops and gates c)thc nip‐■。ps only with gratcs d)only circuit gatcs

4-Thc output ofan exclusive-OR gate is HIGIH if      .

→ Allinputs are LOW b)allinputsarc Ⅲ GH c)the inputs are unequal d)nOne Ofthc

above

5-Convert binary 1001 to hexadecimal

→916  b)1116 C)10116 d)1016                        1

6-An idcal operational ampliflcr has                                ‐   .   ‐  ‐.

a)Inin10 0utput impcdance b)ZCrO inputimpedance c)ininhe bandwitth d)A1l ofthe above

ヽQ6)A)1-Fills the blank in table‐ 2-

2‐perfollllthe f01lowing number■ 75‐ (‐
42)

B)WhatiS the frequency ofthc square wave output魚 )m the circuit of ig‐ 2‐ ?

(5marks)

( 5marks)

IШL
Fig-1‐

Table‐ 1‐
Table‐ 2‐

Fig-2‐

Good luck
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Q5- A He - Ne laser laser with a gain length of 0.2 m is installed in a two
mirror cavity having mirror reflectivities of 99.9 o/o and 98 o/o .You
may try the following:

a- Derive and calculate the small signal gain, gs.
b- Calculate the single - pass gain in the laser tube . if the discharge

current is sufficiently high, for the gain to be four times the threshold
value.

c-repeat case, c , assuming that there are scattering losses of 0.2%o per
pass within the cavity. (12)

Q6-A) Give a brief idea about the followings:
a- High voltage laser power supplies.
b- l-V characteristic regionTfor a glow discharge at low pressure.

B) Drew and discuss the energy level diagram for CO2 laser. (lZ)

Note: c=3x108rn S‐ 1, h=6.625x10‐34 Js ,NA=6.022x10‐ 23 mO「 1

2-2
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Attempt Five Questions only

Ql. A) Derive an expression for the mode volume v r,n .calculate the mode
volume Voo for a laser cavity Rr =20m , R2 =-, )t =0.G328 pm and d= 1 m.

B)what is the maximum power you may expect from the laser of part , A,
',uith the following parameters: TEMss mode, uro = 0.94mm . Suppose
that the pressure, of the He - Ne , inside the cavity is one torr and the
neon pressure is 0.1torr only, where each neon atom being exited 10
times per second during the discharge process.

q2. A) Calculate the fractional energy loss per transit for a plane wave , )\ = 1.0G
pm , which is reflected back and forth between two plane mirrors, where
the mirrors separation is 70 cm and the diameter of each mirror is 1 cm.

B) Try each of the the followings:
1- List down the types of optical fibers , and their applications.
2- Laser safety.
3- Applications of laser gyroscope. (Lzl

Q3. A)Sketch the laser system diagram for the following laser systems :
a- Cu-vapor laser, b- He-Ne laser and c- CO2 laser. (12)

Q4. A) Derive Fresnel's equation for the case where the E field is
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. A linearly polarized light

with B field parallel to the plane of incidence impinges at 45 on a crown
glass plate, n:l.5 , immersed in air. Compute the amplitude reflection
and transmission coeffi cients.

B) Calculate the Browster angle for flat NaCl window of index of
refraction n=l.539 , immersed in air . If the incident laser field on the
NaCI was unpolarized, what would you expect the transmitted field
will be ?

{12)

(12)

1¨ 2
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Attempt four questions only

O1\ (12.5 Marks) Give brief idea for (2.5 Marks for each)

l) Lattice Parameters, 2) Vacancies, 3) Bragg law, 4) Piezoelectricity,5)
Ionic Bond.

01\ (12.5 Marks) Find

l) Miller indices for the points (H, I, J, and K) in
given cubic cell.(4 Marks)

2) Draw these planes (420),(l3l),(21 O)(a.5Marks)

3) Find the angle between (11l), (321) (l Marks)

4) If cubic length is26.2 nm, find Bragg angle to

each reflection from planes (110), (210), (100).

(3Marks)

03\ (12.5 Marks)

A-If experimental value of heat capacity cu at constant volume and207 Y
temperature for Diamond crystals is2.68JlT(. mol., find C,, by using l)
Einstein Equations, 2) Deby Equations. (5 Marks)

B-what is Band Theory; explain it for metal, insulator and semiconductor?
(7.5 Marks)

04\ (12.5 Marks)

A- 2 m copper wire with 3 mm in diameter, find the current and the electric
field through it if the voltage difference across its ends is 0.05 volt? Note:
Copper electric conductivity is 6 * 107 (O.m)-t.(5 Marks)

B-In Einstein theory show that specific heat Cu is given by

Cu: 3R fff)' "-T ? (7.s Marks)

o5\ (12.5 Marks) Describe and Explain with draw and equations if found
A-Lattice defects (6 Marks)
B- Thermal Conductivity (6.5 Marks)

Branch: Laser
-Examiner: Dr. Manal A. Abbood
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Answer Four guestions onty

Q1/ A- Classify the chemical etching types and explain one.

B- Talk about x-ray lithography.

QzlL'List and explain the boundary conditions for solving Fick s second

B- Talk in brief about electron beam evaporation technique.

(17.5 marks)

laW. (17.5 marks)

Q3/ Answer Four of the following:

1- Show why the Ag and Cuare unwanted dopants?

2- State the importance of CVD and how it can use to prepare silicon nitrate
3- state the ef[ect of adding HCI on thermal oxidation process

4- Show |row it possible to make ohmic contacts on GaAs

5- List the bipolar and MOS transistors families

(17.5 marks)

Q4/A― A dry the.11la1 0xide O.2μ m thick is required tO be grO、m at H00° c On  (17.5 marks)
(111)0五 entatiOn silicono Calculate the time required ifA=0.09 

μm,B=o.o25μm2/h,Ъ=o.o92h
B― Draw the f10w chart Ofdesign sequence fOr D/A cOnvertOr.

Q5/A-Talk about vapor phase epitaxy technique

B- List the advantages and levels of integration
(17.5 marks)

6ood Luck
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Atlempl only Jive Queslions

Ql/ l-Rotation of molecules can be emitting the energ/ in the form oft-
A- Radio waves, B- Micro waves, C- Infrared waves, D- Visible waves'

2-Which ground-state atom has an eleitron configuration described by the followirl.g orbital
diasram? 1', tI tJ i, 1J 1., tJ t 1

4s 3d 4p

A. Chromium(24) B. gcrmanium (32) C. sclcnium (34) D. tcllurium.(52)
3/ what is the wavelength and energr of photon that have a frequency of 6 x t0l4 Hz?
4A hen the scattered light has wavelengths smaller and longer than the incident wavelength'
the scattered light in this case is called:-

A-Rayleigh scatteiing, B-Raman scattering, C-Mie scattering' D-Elastic scattering
5/ The colors of the visible spectrum are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. Which of
these colors has the most energr? Why. rfθ ″りαrlsI

Q2lA:Draw the energ/ states diagram in molecules (for electronic, vibration, rotation and
transition energies).
B- Calculate the numbers ofvibrational modes (stretching and bending) oflinear molecule

@eH2) and non-Linear molecule (POC[). rfθ

“
暉αris)

Q3/A: The equilibrium vibration frequency ofthe iodine molecule Iu is 215 cm-r, and the

anharmonicity constant, is 0.003 at 300I( What is the intensity of the "Hot bond"
(r-1-*r"--2) transition relative to that of the fundamental (r-0---+r-1) .

B- Define three ofthe flowing terms:-Symmetric Top molecules, Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR), Covalent Bonds, Phosphorescence, Raman scattering. rrθ ″αrtsI

Q4/A:IFthe third rota6onal Raman line ofN2 mOl∝ ule is l125 clll‐
1.Find the rotational

COllStant the mOment oFinertia and the band length oflnoleculeo What would be the spacillg

of the lines in the spectrum?
B/describe the selection rules of
l-vibrational/anharmonicoscillato 2-rotationalspectra/rigid rotator
3-rotational spectra/ non-rigid rotator 4-vibrating-rotator/ independently ″θ aartsj

Q5/A: Draw the enerry Diagram for photoluminescent Molecules (Jablonski diagram) and
point it all the important transitions,
B: If you have powders of N719 dye (CssHE6NrOsRuS2). What is the weight required for the
preparation of concentration of 0.5 mM in 200 ml of ethanol? What is concentration in mg/I.
How can reduce this concentration to a hall? rfθ

"η

″r■s)

∬::;野蝋 五等訛卑鷺ぷ:!肥棚Fa:緊鷺"bnmm“o md∝ddS
nrst line separation.3‐ Reduced

mass of CO molecule 4- Bond length. αarraαぉ ,

Hints:amu=1.660559x10‐ 27聰
,

Atomic Weights: H=1, C=12,
h 6.62x10・4■

s,

N=14,   0に 16,

c=ぅ x108m/S, RH=1.097x107m‐ 1

S 32,    Ru=101,    I=127.
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ANSWER 5 QUESTIONS ONLY

el: With no more than one short sentence, describe the scientific principle behind each of the

following applications: Laser cutting, Laser hardening, Laser smoothing of wrinkle, Laser removal

of birth marks, Laser hair removal, laser lithotripsy, Laser-optical fiber communications, Pulse

echo distance measurements, Environmental measurements, and Laser velocity measurements of

moving objects. (1O marks)

e2-A: Match the laser applications (1-7) with their required laser intensity level (a-g), (5 marks)

a. lOe Wcm2
b. lo5 Wcm2
c. loa Wcm2
d. 106 Wcm2

e. loll Wcm2
f. lo6Wcm2
g. 108 Wcm2

e2.B: Name the chromophore of each of the following laser medical applications: (5 marks)

1. Laser hair removal

2. Laser surgery

3. Laser spider vein treatment

4. Laser acne treatment

5. Laser birth mark treatment

6. Laser dental drilling
7. Laser tattoo removal

e3: Construct a table to compare between Photo-chemical and photothermal interactions with

tissue (l0marks)

e4-A: Work out the temperature of a 0.05 mm thick glass slide inside a thermal coating chamber,

employing a 633 nm He-Ne laser. (Hint: room temperature : 27 oC, and the linear expansion

coefficient of glass : 9x10{/Co. (5 marks;

Q4-B: A step index fiber in air having n1:1.53 and n2: 1.5, work out: (5 marks)

a. The critical angle

b. The numerical aperture

c. The largest external angle a beam can make with the normal to the fiber

1. Laser welding

2. Laser drilling
3. Laser cutting

4. Laser plasma formation

5. Laser transformation hardening

6. Laser photoablation of tissue

7. LaserphotodisruPtion
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Q5: In an optical communication system (10 marks)

a. Briefly describe the main parts of the system.

b. Compare between LED and a semiconductor laser diode when used as sources.

c. LED with emitting area (As) is equal to the fiber core area (Ac). Calculate the coupling

efficiency of light into the fiber core. (For the fiber: nr:I.53, and n2: 1.5).

e6: 5 Joule, 5 ms Nd: YAG laser pulses, and a focusing lens, were used to join two steel sheets. If
the laser spot area on the steel sheet is 0.0025 cm2 and the steel surface reflects 40%o of the incident

energy, work out the melting time required to join the sheets. (10 marks)

[Hint: for steel, thermal conductiviW = 0.2 Wcm.K, thermal diffusivity= 0.05 cm2/s, melting

point = 1500 oC, density = 8 g/cm3, specific heat = 0.45 W.s/g.K, T"u,t. = 850 oCI.


